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the latest item is so popular with consumers that it's likely one of the most-talked-about products on
amazon. kindle e-readers have been the top-selling product on amazon more than any other device,
generating an estimated $60 million in sales and establishing amazon as the largest e-book seller.
they've also prompted readers to search for "paper vs. e-ink" or "kindle vs. ipad" -- topics rarely
covered by booksellers and publishers. analysts estimate there are currently more than 40 million
kindle devices in active use, with more than half likely to be used by the end of the first quarter. if
your business spends the bulk of its time on the internet, you know how important it is for the
internet to work for you. one study found that product search is the primary source of traffic for
nearly two-thirds of all online retailers. those retailers tend to be the ones that attract shoppers to
their sites, resulting in higher conversion rates and more sales. by choosing which keywords you're
focusing your website and search engine optimization (seo) efforts on, you can drive additional
traffic and sales. track inventory performance in four key areas. which products are selling? are you
getting enough inventory in? are there any issues that need to be addressed? when are you about to
run out? these questions give you the information you need to make decisions about what to do,
when to do it and how to do it. some stock managers are all about managing product data. while this
is important, it only touches a small portion of what a cannabis inventory manager does. the best
inventory management systems understand your business and speak to it in language you
understand.
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